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ABSTRACT We propose and numerically analyze various hollow-core antiresonant fiber (HC-ARF) for
operation at terahertz frequencies. We compare typical HC-ARF designs with nested and adjacent nested
designs while analyzing performance in terms of loss and single-mode guidance of terahertz waves. With
optimized fiber dimensions, the fundamental core mode, cladding mode, core higher-order modes (HOMs),
and the angle dependence of adjacent tubes are analyzed to find the best design for low loss terahertz
transmission. Analysis of the fiber designs shows that the nested tube-based antiresonant fiber exhibits
lower transmission loss and superior HOM suppression, exceeding 140. The nested HC-ARF is feasible for
fabrication using existing fabrication technologies and opening up the possibility of efficient transmission
of terahertz waves.

INDEX TERMS Terahertz, antiresonant fiber, waveguide.

I. INTRODUCTION
Lying midway between the microwave and visible light,
the terahertz spectrum offers significant potential in the
field of sensing, security, label-free molecular detection,
hybridization of DNA, pharmaceutical drug testing, spec-
troscopy and short-range high-speed communications
[1]–[8]. However, the applications in practice are limited
as most of the terahertz devices depend on free space for
its transmission. Free space transmission of terahertz expe-
riences many undesirable losses due to the coupling with
atmospheric components that significantly reduce transmis-
sion efficiency. Different approaches have been demon-
strated for the terahertz wave guidance, this includes metallic
wires [9], metal-coated dielectric tubes [10], sub-wavelength
fibers [11], porous fibers [12], [13], photonic band-gap and
kagome hollow fibers [14], [15].

The metal waveguides were used initially; the finite con-
ductivity of metals, however, limits their use. Moreover,
inflexibility and surface roughness ofmetals have also limited
their use [16]. Dielectric waveguides have come into attention
and shown impressive results but high absorption loss of
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conventional dielectrics has reduced its impact [17]. Some
polymers, on the other side, have reduced material absorption
coefficients in the terahertz range. Topas, Zeonex, Teflon,
and HDPE have low absorption coefficients and possess high
thermal and chemical stabilities being an exciting choice for
practical applications [18].

Polymer-based hollow-core fibers are considered as a
suitable candidate for low loss terahertz transmission as
the majority of the terahertz signal pass through the core
and only a small portion propagates through the cladding.
Furthermore, as the majority of the signal (> 99%) prop-
agates through the core, the light-matter interaction is high
that is suitable for sensing. In 2008, Lu et. al proposed
the first hollow-core kagome based microstructured fiber for
low loss terahertz transmission [19]. Using 5.5 mm core,
the waveguide structure was assembled using Teflon® and
achieved a low attenuation constant of 0.002 cm−1. It has
been found that the first cladding layer dominates the modal
characteristics of the fiber, while the other cladding layers
have very little influence [19], [20]. A similar kind of
Teflon® based terahertz microstructured waveguide was pro-
posed by Vincetti et al.where numerical analysis show trans-
mission spectra with alternating high and low-loss regions.
The high loss region is due to the coupling between the
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core and cladding modes, whereas tube diameter and thick-
ness are responsible to modify the low loss transmission
band [20]. The strut thickness has also a significant impact
on transmission bandwidth, thin strut thickness increases the
transmission bandwidth where the opposite happens with
thicker samples. The core diameter of a hollow-core fiber
has an impact on overall loss. As the core diameter increases,
the transmission loss reduces however large core also respon-
sible for the multimode operation. Therefore, careful engi-
neering required to design the fiber geometry and choosing
the dimensions to achieve a low loss in a single-mode
operating region.

In order to regulate the modal properties and reduce the
overall loss, several types of HC-ARF have been reported,
this includes circular antiresonant tubes [22], [25], [28], [29],
ice-cream cone shape negative curvature antiresonant tubes
[30], elliptical antiresonant tubes [31], and nested antires-
onant node-free fiber [32]. A Zeonex tube lattice fiber for
terahertz transmission was demonstrated with 1 dB/m loss
at less than 1 THz with 3.84 mm of core diameter, with
a tube thickness of 0.378 mm [28]. Drawn PMMA pipes
are manually stacked to have a flexible circular tube lattice
terahertz fiber and the transmission properties are demon-
strated for straight and bent fiber [25]. In 2018, a 3D printed
polycarbonate-based antiresonant terahertz waveguide [31]
achieved a low loss of 0.009 dB/cm (0.9 dB/m) at 0.36 THz
at the expanse of flexibility, due to a wall thickness of 0.6 mm
and a core diameter of 10 mm. However, the reported losses
are still high, and therefore there is further scope to propose
fibers with comparatively low transmission loss with broad
transmission bandwidth.

The concept of the on-node single cladding layer and
hexagonal hollow-core ARF was first proposed, analyzed,
and experimented in the visible-infrared regime [33].
Sequentially, the simple structure of on-node cladding [33]
was advanced to node-free negative curvature cladding pat-
tern [34]–[40] to improve the fiber performance. Different
fiber parameters including the number of cladding tubes [37],
the gap between cladding tubes [39], [40], single nested
tubes [35], double nested tube and position of nested
tubes [41] were considered to analyze the transmission loss,
bending loss, and higher-order mode suppression capability
in the optical regime.

The ARFs have been widely investigated in the infrared
and mid-infrared range. However, there are very few studies
in the terahertz regime. In this manuscript, along with the
impact of gap variation on five, six and seven-tube ARFs,
we have focused on the constant gap and the impact of
the constant gap on tube numbers. Especially in the case
of a five-tube fiber, which is advantageous both in lower
transmission loss and higher-order mode suppression, it is
not discussed in the published terahertz fibers literature.
We have analyzed five-tube ARF in-depth and compare the
performance when the tube number is more than five and
the adjacent antiresonant tube gap is constant. We carry
out the observation on typical, nested, and adjacent nested

hollow-core antiresonant fiber designs to determine the opti-
mal waveguide structure for low loss and broad bandwidth
terahertz transmission. The adjacent nested ARF is very new
in terahertz and we have demonstrated that adjacent ARF
shows closely similar loss characteristics to nested ARF with
proper optimization. An extensive analysis of the fundamen-
tal core modes, higher-order modes, and bending loss is
carried out to achieve the information on modal contents of
the fibers. The goal is to achieve a suitable waveguide struc-
ture by engineering various fiber geometries, the number of
antiresonant tubes, the antiresonant tube thickness, fiber core
diameter, and the fiber outer diameter considering constant
and variable tube gap.

II. FIBER GEOMETRY
Fig. 1 depicts the profile of HC-ARFs with three different
cladding structures. The core diameter Dc is at the center
of the fiber, with the antiresonant tubes of D surrounding
the core. The gap, g between two adjacent tubes forms a
node-free boundary around the core. Also, the Zeonex tube
thickness, t predicts the first transmission spectra centered
around 1 THz. Here gray and white colour indicate the dielec-
tric material and air regions respectively. In all of our numer-
ical investigations, we kept Dc = 3 mm, g = 0.99 mm and
t = 0.09 mm constant. The node-free core boundary shows
comparatively lower and smoother transmission spectra than
the on-node core boundary [21], [23], [24].

A regular five-tube HC-ARF is shown in Fig. 1(a). The
nested HC-ARF in which a small nested tube with inner
diameter, d is shown in Fig. 1(b). Fig. 1(c) shows an adja-
cent HC-ARF in which two adjacent nested tubes are placed
in each antiresonant tube. For manufacturing perspective,
we include a very small indentation of t/3 in the numerical
model where the thin wall contacts another surface [42],
including where (i) the antiresonant tubes contact the inner
jacket surface and (ii) the nested tubes contact the wall of
antiresonant tubes.

FIGURE 1. Cross-section of the fibers considered in simulations
(a) Typical, (b) Nested, and (c) Adjacent nested HC-ARF. Here the
optimum dimensions are Dc = 3 mm, D = 2.1 mm, t = 0.09 mm,
g = 0.99 mm, and d = 0.54 mm.

A. FABRICATION POSSIBILITIES
The possible fabrication techniques for terahertz HC-ARF
are stacking [25], [26], 3D printing [31] and extrusion [27].
The stack and drawn technique can collapse and deform
the antiresoanat tube. To avoid this difficulty, the drawn
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FIGURE 2. Transmission loss of five-tube based (a) typical, nested, and adjacent nested ARF; (b) adjacent nested ARF with different nested tube
positions (θ); (c) adjacent nested ARF with different nested tube positions (θ) and different adjacent tube spacings (z/D). Here, Dc = 3 mm, and
t = 0.09 mm.

antiresonant tubes are stacked manually inside the cladding
jacket without any furnace. Although a flexible HC-ARFwith
thin dielectric strut is possible, the manual capillary stacking
is very labour insensitive and time consuming procedure.
The 3D printing technique is another suitable approach to
fabricate the antiresonant tube with circular and complex
configuration. The 3D printing technique is cost effective and
easy to manufacture. However, this technique limits the strut
thickness and fiber length. The extrusion technique where the
HC-ARF can be fabricated directly from the melted granules.
A metal die is placed at the nozzle of the extruder. The 3D
metal printer can print the suitable metal die and the cross
section of the metal die must be opposite to the geometry of
proposed fiber. Extrusion technique is suitable for the desired
strut thickness and long length fiber.

B. GUIDING MECHANISM OF HC-ARFs
In HC-ARFs, light is confined and guided to the air-core
due to the weak coupling between core and cladding modes
known as inhibited coupling [44]. A number of thin dielectric
airy tubes around the air-core have lower refractive index than
the core. Therefore, the low density of cladding mode guides
light toward the core over a broad frequency range. Low
loss region appears due to the inhibited coupling. However,
in some narrow frequency ranges, the core mode couples
strongly with cladding when the two modes are resonant and
the transmission loss becomes high. The resonance frequency
can be assumed from the thin dielectric wall using antireso-
nant reflecting optical waveguide (ARROW) model.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS
The numerical investigations have been performed with
finite-element method based COMSOL mode solver.
Perfectly-matched layers (PML) has been used outside the
fiber domain to calculate the leakage loss. Extremely fine
mesh sizes are used in air and in the Zeonex walls for precise
calculation.

A. FIVE-TUBE BASED HC-ARFs
Initially, the five-tube HC-ARFs with three different cladding
patterns are taken in consideration to compare the trans-
mission loss spectra and the fundamental mode profiles,
presented in Fig. 2(a). In numerical calculations, the effec-
tive material loss estimated from the absorbed power in the
Zeonex® struts are summed to the leakage loss in order to
calculate the transmission loss. The solid red line indicates
the transmission loss of a regular HC-ARF with a loss level
of 0.085 dB/m at 1 THz. The solid blue line is the transmis-
sion loss of the nested HC-ARF. In this case the transmission
loss in nested tubes is of 0.055 dB/m at 1 THz. Finally,
the solid green line corresponds to adjacent nested HC-ARF
with 0.065 dB/m loss at 1 THz with a minimum loss of
0.055 dB/m at 1.05 THz. In these comparisons, the nested
HC-ARF provides the lower transmission loss than regu-
lar HC-ARF and a smoother loss curve over the frequency
regime than the adjacent nested HC-ARF. The small inden-
tation of the adjacent nested tubes form the nodes near the
core boundary and induce the loss peak in the transmission
band due to Fano resonances [23], [24] at the lower frequency
regime.

The oscillations in transmission band are more obvious
when the adjacent nodes are positioned very close to the
core boundary as shown in Fig. 2(b). The adjacent nested
tube position is defined from the angle between the apex
of adjacent tube and antiresonant tube as shown inset of
Fig. 2(b). The adjacent node position of 40◦ offers improved
transmission spectra over 60◦, 90◦ and 120◦.
Fig. 2(c) illustrates that the size and position of the adjacent

nested tubesmake little difference to the loss spectrum. In this
simulation, we scan the distance between the adjacent nested
tubes with constant antiresonant tube diameter from z/D =
0.15 to 0.25 for the adjacent node position of 40◦ and 90◦ and
observe a small effect on the loss spectrum. However, the loss
peaks are more obvious below 1 THz. The observation on
size and position of the adjacent nested HC-ARF reduces the
fabrication obligation.
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FIGURE 3. (a) Transmission loss of regular, nested, and adjacent nested ARF. The effect of changing inner tube diameter D on ηeff, loss, HOMER and mode
field pattern for (b) five-tubes, and (c) six-tubes HC-ARF. All fibers have the same core diameter, Dc = 3 mm and uniform Zeonex strut thickness,
t = 0.09 mm and g = 0.99 mm.

B. SIX-TUBE BASED HC-ARFs
As a comparison, we investigate the simulation results of
six-tube HC-ARFs. It is important to mention that the pre-
viously reported HC-ARF have focused on six or more
antiresonant tubes [22], [25], [28]–[31], [43]. Fig. 3(a)
displays the calculated transmission loss spectra for the sin-
gle, nested, adjacent nested six-tube HC-ARF. The red solid
line indicates the single HC-ARF with a minimum loss
of 0.092 dB/m. Blue and green lines are for the nested and
adjacent nested HC-ARFs showing minimum transmission
losses values 0.087 dB/m and 0.084 dB/m, respectively. All
the losses are calculated at 1 THz. Fig. 3(a) demonstrate that
the regular six-tube HC-ARF provides wider transmission
spectra than the similar six-tube nested and adjacent nested
HC-ARFs. The six-tube nested and adjacent nestedHC-ARFs
maintain the similar transmission spectra above 1.1 THz.
Below 1.1 THz, the six-tube adjacent nested HC-ARF with
node position of 40◦ provides a very small oscillation in
the transmission spectra due to reduced Fano resonances.
This Fano-induced oscillation is comparatively lower than
the five-tube adjacent nested HC-ARF with node position
of 90◦, as previously demonstrated in Fig. 2(a-b). Moreover,
the six-tube fibers with three different configurations show
comparatively higher transmission loss and narrower trans-
mission spectra than their equivalent five-tube geometries,
as shown in Fig. 2(a).

C. HIGHER-ORDER MODE EXTINCTION RATIO
In this section, the modal properies of HC-ARFs are numeri-
cally analyzed with a fixedDc, while the cladding tube diam-
eter is varied over a range where the HOMs are suppressed
at f = 1 THz. At this frequency, the lowest mode LP01
shows the smallest transmission loss and has become the
dominant mode in HC-ARFs in this manuscript. In Fig. 3(b)
and Fig. 3(c), the LP11a and LP11b shows almost similar
refractive indices, therefore can be considered as first set of
HOM, where modal intensity distribution are also identical.
They are distinguished by electric field distribution as LP11a
and LP11b (not shown in the Figure).

In order to investigate the coupling mechanism between
the core and cladding modes, we carry out simulations as
a function of D/Dc with constant Dc. Fig. 3(b) shows the
characteristics of a five-tube lattice HC-ARF where it can
be seen that the effective mode indices (ηeff) remains almost
unchanged for all the core modes as a function of D/Dc.
Interestingly, for a narrow range (0.64 ≤ D/Dc ≤ 0.76)
the loss remains 0.09 dB/m, whereas D dominates the HOMs
losses. The FM loss increases with D beyond D/Dc ≥ 0.77.
At D/Dc = 0.7, the modes (cladding and HOMs) strongly
couple with each other therefore higher-order mode extinc-
tion ratio (HOMER) is obtained. Note that, the HOMER is
used to quantitatively measure fibers single mode perfor-
mance. It is defined as the ratio of core HOMs loss and FM
loss [45], [46].

A similar calculation for the six-tube fiber, Fig. 3(c),
shows that the FM loss can also be similar to the
five-tube fiber however within a comparatively broader range
(0.55 ≤ D/Dc ≤ 0.76) than that of five-tube fiber for the sack
of lower HOMER. The maximum HOMs loss for LP11a and
LP11b are obtained when D/Dc ∼ 0.68. However, the LP21a
shows comparatively lower loss than the LP11 group from
the range of 0.59 ≤ D/Dc ≤ 0.74. As a result, a maxi-
mum HOMER of ∼11 is obtained at D/Dc = 59 and 75
respectively, that is lower than the five-tube fiber. However,
a small separation (for example D/Dc = 59) between the
antiresonant tubes leads to challenging fabrication of the
fiber.
For further understanding the modal characteristics of

the nested HC-ARF we show the transmission losses and
HOMER by contour plottings that are shown in Fig. 4(a),
from where it is possible to determine the single mode and
low loss operating region of the fiber. Fig. 4a(ii), showing
evident that, within 0.7 ≤ D/Dc ≤ 1.2 and 0.3 ≤ z/D ≤
0.73 the loss of the FM maintains 0.05 dB/m. Fig. 4a(iii)
indicates that maintaining the FM loss below 0.05 dB/m,
the loss of HOMs can be high as 7.3 dB/m for D/Dc = 1.09
and z/D = 0.34. The loss in HOMs is high because of
the strong coupling between the core HOMs and cladding
modes [44]. Therefore, according to the obtained result it can
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FIGURE 4. (a), (i) Cross section of the five-tube based nested ARF. The transmission loss of (ii) FM; (iii) HOMs, and (iv) HOMER. (v) Respective mode
pattern of LP01, LP11, and LP21 at D/Dc = 1.09 and z/D = 0.34. (b), (i) Cross section of the five-tube based adjacent nested ARF. Calculated total
transmission loss of (ii) FM; (iii) HOMs, and (iv) HOMER. (v) Respective mode pattern of LP01, LP11, and LP21 at D/Dc = 0.91 and z/D = 0.26. The
simulations to plot this figure are performed at 1 THz, with Dc = 3 mm and t = 0.09 mm.

FIGURE 5. (a) Simulated transmission loss spectra and HOMER for five tube adjacent nested tube positions having D/Dc = 0.7 and z/D = 0.2. Calculated
transmission losses of five, six and seven tube based, (b) regular nested and (c) adjacent nested fibers having D/Dc = 0.7. Note that, for (a-c) the
optimum dimensions i.e Dc = 3 mm, t = 0.09 mm and g = 0.99 mm are chosen.

be said that, by engineering the antiresonant tubes the HOMs
can be significantly suppressed.

The HOMER of the nested AR-HCFs is also investigated
that is shown in Fig. 4a(iv). This indicates that a maximum
HOMER of > 140 can be obtained. To our knowledge, this
is the highest HOMER value for any kind of terahertz fiber.

An extensive analysis of losses (FM and HOMs) and
HOMER as a function of D/Dc and z/D for the angular
position of their weld point at θ = 90◦ is also carried out,
Fig. 4(b) that the results pertain to adjacent nested ARF. It can
be seen that, for a wide range of z/D and D/Dc the FM loss
remains constant where the minimum loss is 0.048 dB/m.
However, due to relatively weak coupling between the HOMs
and cladding modes, the HOMER is relatively small (slightly
higher than 97).

The effect of changing adjacent nested tube positions on
loss and HOMER is shown in Fig. 5(a). The change in
adjacent nested tube position can also introduce the lower
LP02 mode than LP11, or LP21 in very limited cases. we also
considered the losses of LP02 to calculate the HOMER.

The loss and HOMER in calculated by keeping the, g, con-
stant and changing the angular position, θ . We found that
at D/Dc = 0.7, adjacent nested five-tube HC-ARF exhibits
higher sensitivity to the modal contamination and behaves as
a multimode waveguide. The weld position between 40◦ and
70◦ are more sensitive to HOMs and behaves as multi-mode
(the ratio D/Dc = 1.25, z/D = 0.2). The achieved HOMER
is ∼80 at D/Dc = 1.25 with weld position, θ = 100◦. The
weld position θ = 90◦ provides HOM suppression of >57,
adequate for single mode operation. However, The position at
40◦ generates less resonance than 60◦, 90◦ and 120◦ (see also
Fig. 2(b)). This is due to the core and nodes between adjacent
nested tube in primary capillaries being further away from the
core, as shown in Fig. 2(b).

D. EFFECT OF TUBE NUMBER ON TRANSMISSION LOSS
The effect of antiesonant tube numbers for constant adja-
cent tube gap on the transmission spectra is studied in this
section. Both the nested and the adjacent nested HC-ARFs
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FIGURE 6. (a) Symbolic representation of straight and bent ARFs, and the corresponding LP01 modes. Calculated ηbend and transmission losses as a
function of (b) bend radius (Rbend) at 1 THz and (c) frequency for five-tube typical, nested and adjacent nested ARFs. Note that, the optimum
dimensions i.e Dc = 3 mm, D/Dc = 0.7, t = 0.09 mm, d = 0.54 mm, z/D = 0.2, θ = 40◦ and g = 0.99 mm are chosen.

are considered and analyzed for five, six and seven tubes.
The transmission losses are shown in Fig. 5(b-c), where it is
found that the five-tube nested and adjacent nested HC-ARF
show similar transmission losses (0.055 dB/m at 1 THz and
0.056 dB/m at 1.03 THz, respectively) and wider transmis-
sion bandwidths as compared to the six and seven tubes. This
is because of the larger distance from the core to the jacket
for five-tube fibers. Generally the size of air regions inside
the tube inversely related with the tube numbers. As the tube
number increases the size of air regions decreases when the
tube-gap is considered fixed. However, all the adjacent nested
HC-ARFs with weld position 40◦ are influenced slightly with
Fano-induced oscillations in the transmission band.

E. BENDING LOSSES
The total diameter of the proposed five-tube ARF is 9.56 mm
(whenD/Dc = 0.7) and can also be considered flexible com-
pared to the flexible terahertz tube lattice fiber (9.6 mm) [25].
The flexible waveguides are deserved for terahertz imaging
applications; however, the curvature of the fiber introduces
bending loss. The bending loss of a fiber is characterized
in two sequential forms: curvature dependent and frequency
dependent confinement loss.

The curvature dependent bending loss starts with the tran-
sition of curvature radii from zero (and infinite for straight
fiber) to finite (for bent fiber). Fig. 6(a) shows the schematic
transition of straight ARF to bent ARF including the corre-
sponding fundamental mode profiles respectively. The light
propagates through the z-plane for both straight and bent
fiber. The bending of straight fiber towards x-plane makes the
fiber bent and deforms the fundamental air-core index profile
LP01 towards the cladding tube. This deformation of index
profile towards the cladding tube enhances the confinement
loss as compared to straight fiber. The air-core index profile
for the bent fiber, ηbend(x) is quantified using the equation
[25], [47], [48]

ηbend(x) = η(x) exp
x

Rbend
(1)

where η(x) denotes a refractive index profile of straight fiber.
In simulation, we use η(x) = 1. Here, x is the bending
direction and Rbend defines the bend radius.

For analyzing the optical properties of bent fiber
in Fig. 6(b) as a function of bend radius Rbend, we consider
the five-tubes ARFs with three proposed structures as shown
in Fig. 1. In Fig. 6(b), the optical properties are considered
for Dc = 3 mm, D/Dc = 0.7 and t = 0.09 mm at 1 THz.
We numerically analysis the ηbend and transmission loss of
bent fiber by varying the Rbend between 3 cm to 100 cm.
The smaller the Rbend the greater the curvature of the fiber,
which highly deforms the desired air-core index profile LP01
towards the cladding tube. Light leakages from the air-core
through the gap, g and the phase match between LP01 and
LPclad01 are responsible for ηbend ≥ 1 when Rbend ≤ 20. For
ease of visualization, we include the air-core index profile
LP01 according to the cladding structures in Fig. 6(b). Also,
we numerically analyze the transmission loss of the bent
fiber, which is known to affect bending loss. The bending
loss spectra for the three structures introduce undesired high
loss peaks over the range of Rbend. The high loss peaks
arises in bent fiber when higher mode contamination and
phase matching between core and cladding modes become
dominant. With D/Dc = 0.7, the bending losses differ
due to the cladding pattern variations. The regular ARF
shows a higher loss region with more pronounced peaks
than nested and adjacent nested fiber. The high loss peaks
of 34.6, 16.3 and 9.1 dB/m for regular ARFs appear around
Rbend = 18, 30.5 and 85 cm respectively. The high loss peaks
in nested ARFs appear around Rbend = 16, and 42 cm with
the bending loss of 16.2 dB/m and 5.9 dB/m respectively. The
adjacent nested ARF shows a high loss of 28.9 dB/m around
Rbend = 30.5 cm. Excluding the high loss peak, adjacent
nested ARF shows comparatively lower loss between the
Rbend = 3 and 80 cm than regular and nested ARFs. Both the
nested and adjacent nested ARFs shows similar loss spectra
when Rbend ≥ 80 cm. Next, we investigate the frequency
dependent refractive indices and bending losses for five-tube
ARFs; comparatively with small and large bend radius,
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Rbend = 37 and 85 cm as shown in Fig. 6(c). The ηbend in
regular, nested and adjacent nested for Rbend = 37 and 85 cm
follow the similar trends over the frequency range between
0.45 and 1.45 THz. The disruptions of ηbend marked with
circles cause high losses peaks. For example, regular ARFs
withRbend = 37 cm causes high loss peaks of 25 dB/m around
0.72 and 1.09 THz. The adjacent nested ARFs with Rbend =
37 cm offers a lower loss of 0.26 dB/m at 0.77 THz than the
nested fiber. The regular ARF suffers from the bending loss
and narrower transmission region than the nested and adja-
cent nestedARFs. The adjacent nested and nestedARFs carry
the same bending loss of 0.07–0.09 dB/m around 1.01 THz
for the large bend radius, Rbend = 85 cm. Also, the adjacent
nested ARF shows a slightly broader transmission bandwidth
than the nested ARF. However, the bending loss curve for
adjacent ARF is not as smooth as regular and nested bending
loss curve because of the reduced Fano resonance introduced
from the adjacent node of angle 40◦. As a comparison
between two bend radii, the frequency dependent bending
loss for Rbend = 37 cm shows more pronounced peaks and
higher loss than the Rbend = 85 cm in Fig. 6(c) due to
the small bend radius. The smaller the Rbend, the higher the
bending loss.

Finally, the impact of antiresonant tube numbers using
a fixed adjacent gap is analyzed to investigate the bending
loss and HOMER as a function of Rbend in Fig. 7. The
effective refractive index for five tubes is higher than six and
seven tubes. This results in a small refractive index variation
between the LP01 and LPclad01 of five antiresonant tubes.
As a result, when the five-tube ARF is bent in the xz plane
the LPclad01 and LP01 are easily phased matched at small
bend radii and the higher-order mode becomes dominant. The
bending loss for five-tube nested ARF is higher than seven
tubes and six tubes at Rbend ≤ 24 cm and 24 ≤ Rbend ≤ 75
respectively. Similar results are obtained for seven and

FIGURE 7. (a) Calculated transmission losses and HOMER of five, six and
seven tube based on regular nested and adjacent nested fibers having
D/Dc = 0.7. Note that, the optimum dimensions i.e Dc = 3 mm,
D/Dc = 0.7, t = 0.09 mm, d = 0.54 mm, z/D = 0.2, θ = 40◦,
g = 0.99 mm and f = 1 THz are chosen.

six-tube adjacent nested ARF at Rbend ≤ 16 cm and
23 ≤ Rbend ≤ 65 respectively. Surprisingly, the five-tube
nested and adjacent nested ARFs at Rbend ≥ 75 cm and
Rbend ≥ 65 cm provide lower loss than six and seven-tube
ARFs. The bending loss for large bend radii and straight
fiber maintains a similar concept, for example, five tubes
offers lower loss as larger antiresonant tubes allow phase
matching between the LPclad01 and lowest HOM, making the
LP01 dominant. The most achievable lowest HOM includes
the LP11, LP21, LP02. The seven tubes in large bend radii
and straight fiber provide the highest loss due to the short
core-cladding distance using a constant adjacent tube gap.

For bent fiber with nested and adjacent nested tubes,
we attempt to show the HOMER (ratio between lowest HOM
and LP01) in Fig. 7 when the adjacent tube gap, g is constant.
The five- tube ARFs are bend sensitive than six and seven
tubes and can achieve comparatively larger HOMER for large
bend radii. The both five and six-tube nested ARFs can
provide HOMER at large and small bend radius respectively.
However, the five-tube adjacent nested ARF achieves the
highest HOMER of 65 at D/Dc = 0.7, θ = 40◦ and
f = 1 THz. The mode contamination appears in six and
seven-tube adjacent nested bent ARFs.

IV. CONCLUSION
We propose three different cladding structures with typical
single, regular nested, and adjacent nestedHC-ARFs.We sys-
tematically analyse these designs by varying D/Dc with a
constant gap separation, g. To find the best performing fiber,
more investigations are carried out systematically on z/D,
adjacent nested tube angle, and spacing. We find that the
five-tubeHC-ARF exhibits lower loss andwider transmission
bandwidths as compared to six and seven tube designs.
Also regular nested HC-ARF are not susceptible to Fano
resonances as is the case for adjacent nested HC-ARFs, and
provide a superior HOM suppression of 140. It is important
to note that the five-tube ARFs are bend sensitive and suffer
from higher bending loss for small bend radii than six and
seven tubes. Also, the small bend radius shrinks the trans-
mission window.
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